This coming Saturday night in the \( \text{S&Vv}' \) will be a treat for those who have been longing for an opportunity to enjoy a night of music and fun. The main attraction will be the performance of the \( \text{S&Vv}' \) orchestra, conducted by James M. Miller, who will be assisted by several well-known guests. The program will feature a variety of songs, ranging from classical to contemporary, and will be sure to delight the audience.

At the same time, the \( \text{S&Vv}' \) band will be playing a selection of lively and rhythmic music, providing a dynamic and entertaining atmosphere. The \( \text{S&Vv}' \) will also showcase some of its most talented members, including the \( \text{S&Vv}' \) choir and soloists, who will captivate the audience with their vocal prowess and musical expertise.

At the conclusion of the performance, the audience will be treated to a special performance by the \( \text{S&Vv}' \) swim team, led by their coach, Mrs. Mary White. The team will impress with their synchronized swimming routine, accompanied by a beautiful medley of water music.

Tickets are available at the \( \text{S&Vv}' \) box office, located in the \( \text{S&Vv}' \) theater. Please be sure to reserve your seats in advance, as the \( \text{S&Vv}' \) will undoubtedly be a sell-out event.

Be sure to join us for this magnificent event and experience the excitement and energy of the \( \text{S&Vv}' \) in all its glory. You won't want to miss this opportunity to be a part of the \( \text{S&Vv}' \) experience.
Tennis Courts and Sea Shells

One of the players at a recent intercollegiate tennis match here said she found the weather to be the only difference between the tennis courts and the sand at Galveston is that the beach is much warmer.

This sentiment regarding Galveston is expressed by the Rice tennis courts, which in fact the Rice courts wouldn't hold because of the sea. The courts, built on the sand, are blowing in the faces of players.

One of the players said there is a perfectly good court nearby with a pro. The weather is much better.

The tennis courts need more than one and a half sides and nothing on the other side, and a windbreak on one side.

One of the players at a tennis match said that the wind was blowing in their faces. Even if they could, the players can't stop to shake hands with the men at the courts.

athletic department now has more seaside courts and one man working part time outside.

CAMPUS POLL

(5) Charles M. Buell, Athletics director, said that as a result of the new tennis court facilities there should be an increase in the number of participants.

Stern's immediate concern is to get the tennis team members into a better frame of mind. Money has been promised for uniforms and equipment.

THE RHETORIC

LETTERS

Dear Mr. Wray,

Every Thursday the students go to school on the day their favorite subject for a three-hour period. Today was Thursday, and the students went to school.

The Revolt movement on campus is not beyond repair. With the right direction, players can't shake hands with the men at the courts.

To all organization presidents:

Next week they were giving the wedding of Miss Nancy Hood models a lovely blouse has an attractive originality made in three tiers, and the price will be 79.95. Miss Nancy Hood models a lovely blouse has an attractive originality made in three tiers, and the price will be 79.95.
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Boys intramural

By Ralph Landman

A former member of the Physical Education Department, Mr. W. L. Fournier of Texas A&M, has been named here at the Institute to conduct athletic activities. He was a member of the University staff last year, but will return this fall. Mr. Fournier will set up a plan of intercollegiate activities at the Institute. This plan will be announced later. In the meantime, a schedule of intramural activities has been set up. The details of this program are as follows:

Monday: Basketball games.
Tuesday: Swimming.
Wednesday: Track.
Thursday: Soccer.
Friday: Wrestling.
Saturday: Football.

The schedule will be posted in the appropriate places.

By Ralph Landman

On Friday the Slippery Slimes took on the Hitless Wonders Sam Match. The game was Saturday afternoon and was played at the University's baseball field. The game was a close one, but the Hitless Wonders came out on top, scoring 20 runs to the Slimes' 10. The game was fast-paced and exciting, with both teams playing well. The Hitless Wonders' pitcher, John Plumb, had a great game, striking out 11 batters in eight innings. The Slimes' batter, Tony Carr, had a solid game, hitting .333 with three home runs. The game was played in front of a packed crowd, and the institute student body was out in full force to support their favorite team. The next game is scheduled for next weekend, and the institute students look forward to it with great anticipation.

By Ralph Landman

This week-end the track team took part in the first meet of the season. The meet was held at the university's track and field. The team performed well, with particular highlights being the performances of Steve Bice and Bill Malseed. Steve Bice set a new school record in the 100-yard dash, completing the distance in 10.2 seconds. Bill Malseed easily beat both Parker and Martin in the 220-yard dash. The meet was successful for the team, and they look forward to the upcoming season with great anticipation.
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Summer School
Bound Vets Must Have Certificate

The veterans who are planning to attend are required to have a photographic reproduction of their discharge certificates because of the limited space in the auditorium where the sessions will be held.

Baylor Stock Co. to Run Third Season

Texas' only summer stock company, the Baylor Summer Theatre, will open its third season in the middle of July.

C.T.A. Elects New Officers

The secretary of the C.T.A. for the coming year last Wednesday was elected.

Keys and Sweaters Presented at Final Rice Band Banquet

The Rice Band officially ended its summer Wednesday with a banquet following in which the retiring bandmen were given their gifts for the coming year.

B.U.S. Installs Six Officers Friday
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